Validation of the modified hemagglutination inhibition assay (mHAI), a robust and sensitive serological test for analysis of influenza virus-specific immune response.
The hemagglutination inhibition assay (HAI) is universally regarded as the gold standard in influenza virus serology. Nevertheless, difficulties in titre readouts are common and interlaboratory variations are frequently reported. We developed and validated the modified HAI to facilitate reliable, accurate and reproducible analysis of sera derived from influenza vaccination studies. Clinical and preclinical serum samples, NIBSC reference sera and seasonal influenza virus type A (H1N1 and H3N2) and type B antigens were employed to validate the mHAI. Moreover, pandemic virus strains (H5N1 and H1N1pdm09) were used to prove assay robustness. Utilisation of a 0.08% solution of stabilised human erythrocytes, assay buffer containing bovine serum albumin and microscopical plate readout are the major differences between the modified and standard HAI assay protocols. Validation experiments revealed that the mHAI is linear, specific and up to eightfold more sensitive than the standard HAI. In 95.6% of all measurements mHAI titres were precisely measured irrespective of the assay day, run or operator. Moreover, 96.4% (H1N1) or 95.2% (H3N2 and B), respectively, of all serum samples were determined within one dilution step of the nominal values for spiked samples. Finally, the mHAI results remained unaffected by variations in virus antigens, erythrocytes, reagents, laboratory location, sample storage conditions or matrix components. The modified HAI is easy to analyse, requires only a single source of erythrocytes and allows utilisation of numerous influenza virus antigens, also including virus strains which are difficult to handle by the standard HAI (e.g. H3N2, H5N1 and H1N1pdm09).